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Hold Down Devices for PalletPal 
 
 
It is not practical to compress and hold down or clamp a mechanical (spring) PalletPal for the 

following reasons. First of all, understand a fully compressed PalletPal can have over 3,000 lbs. of 

force pushing upward. This energy is “stored” when the PalletPal is compressed. If not released in 

a controlled manner it can be very dangerous. In normal use the load is lifted off in a controlled 

manner by a lift truck and this stored energy is released without incident.    

 

The PalletPal is a leveler and the load is directly supported on the springs. The scissors legs are 

not lifting the load, but merely functioning as an equalizer to keep the platform square and level to 

the base. If we attempt to hold an empty PalletPal down (a loaded one is already down) at any 

point on the platform, we would be applying a stress in a way that the platform is not designed to 

handle. This could cause the platform to twist or warp. The same thing is true, by the way, for the 

baseframe. Both the platform and the baseframe are designed to be in compression; they would 

have to be re-designed to handle the tension loads. Clamping at all four corners is not a practical 

alternative. 

 

The other problem is functionality. If a device is to pull an empty PalletPal down it has to have 

enough power to overcome the rating (up to 4,500 lbs.), both pulling it down and releasing it. It 

would take a considerable amount of energy to develop that force (hand pump, foot pump or 

electric motor) to say nothing of the cylinders and mechanism to attach it to the structure. These 

devices would have to be functionally “un-attached” when the PalletPal is put in normal leveling 

operation; certainly not impossible, but very likely, expensive.   

 

Lastly, there is the risk of the stored energy releasing in an uncontrolled manner. If something were 

to fail and the platform did get loose the results could be very rapid movement.  We have a very 

wholesome concern for this aspect. Safety of the operators or personnel that may be near the 

PalletPal is our first priority. 


